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» Fair supplies answers for health queries (Dr. Janet Foot of the Arizona Cancer Center)
   01/18/2011 East Valley Tribune

» FOR WHAT IS NEXT OUT OF TUCSON, WE'RE NOT EXPECTING A NEW MEDICAL BRIEFING FROM THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.
   01/18/2011 12 News Today - KPNX-TV

» AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON DOCTORS SAY IT WAS A GOOD WEEKEND FOR CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS ON SATURDAY THEY REMOVED BONE FRAGMENTS FROM A RIGHT EYE SOCKET TO RELIEVE PRESSURE AND PERFORMED HER FROM A VENTILATOR.
   01/18/2011 7 News Today in New England - WHDH-TV

» Friends More Likely to Share Genetic Traits
   01/18/2011 ABC News - Online

» Giffords' doctor is battlefield tested
   01/18/2011 AllVoices

» Update From AZ: Giffords' Condition Improves, Loughner Trial Could Be Moved to CA
   01/18/2011 AlterNet

» Winter Storms hit Northeast; President Obama's Approval Rating on Upward Swing; Sarah Palin Responds to Criticism on FOX News; Steve Jobs Taking...
   01/18/2011 American Morning - Cable News Network (CNN)

» Dorwan 'Dory' Stoddard lent skills to those in need
   01/18/2011 Arizona Daily Star - Online

» State can't fill Giffords 'vacancy'
   01/18/2011 Arizona Daily Sun

» Lemole Removed Bone Fragments From Giffords' Eye Socket; Surprise Return To Haiti From Baby Doc Duvalier; Hosting Of The Golden Globes; Florida...
Husband: Rep. Gabrielle Giffords worried by threats

SHOOTING CAUGHT BY VIDEO CAMERAS

Arizona's University Medical Center Sues HHS Over Medicare Reimbursement

Wounded lawmaker Giffords' condition upgraded: Hospital

Doctors: Giffords is responding well to skull surgery

Giffords shows new signs of recovery

More good news on Giffords

More good news on Giffords' condition

Giffords responds well to skull surgery

'I'm sure they love their son'

R. Sargent Shriver in critical condition in Md.

Doctors: Giffords responding well to latest surgery

Hospital sues HHS over residents' formula for calculating Medicare payments

Doctors at University Medical Center In Tucson performed an operation over the weekend to help repair her fractured eye socket.

Doctors at University Medical Center In Tucson performed an operation over the weekend to help repair her fractured eye socket.

Randy Friese, Trauma Surgeon, Tucson UMC “Mark told me that he thought he may have seen a smile we’re all very optimistic, so we could be wrong but we all want to see the best.

OVER THE WEEKEND, DOCTORS AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON PERFORMED AN OPERATION
TO REPAIR HER FRACUTRED EYE SOCKET.

DOCTORS AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON UPDATED THE PRESS ON GIFFORD’S PROGRESS.

YOU’LL LIKELY NOTICE THE SCORES OF PEOPLE IN THE BACKGROUND WHO ARE ALL PAYING TRIBUTE TO THE WOUNDED AND THOSE WHO DIED IN TUCSON.

John Patrick Grace: Can vitriol be tamed and sanity restored?

Make shift memorials pop up in Tucson for shooting victims

UMC’s Level 1 Trauma Expands to Fill Need

Husband willing to meet Giffords suspect's parents

Arizona law could cost Giffords seat

Surgeons work on Giffords' eye sockets

Doctors have said that Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords is recovering well from two surgeries over the weekend.

Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors

No intention to move Arizona shooting trial: Justice Dept

Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors

Memorial service for Gabe Zimmerman; UMC memorial continues to grow

Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors

Congresswoman Giffords condition upgraded from critical to serious

"REPRESENTATIVE IS NOW LISTED IN SERIOUS CONDITION, AND THE SUSPECT’S CASE MIGHT REMAIN IN ARIZONA.
Congresswoman Giffords improves, smiles
Northwest Medical Center did their part for shooting victims
Makeshift Memorials Pop Up in Tucson
TO THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON.
NOW TO THE LATEST ON THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON.
Giffords responds well to surgery to repair her skull
As Tucson Weighs How to Honor the Dead, Many Are Already Doing So
The Early Word: Up and at 'Em
A Phrase We Love Too Much
The Caucus: The Early Word: Up and at 'Em
PLUS, DOCTORS CONTINUE TO SAY GABRIELLE GIFFORDS IS IMPROVING BY THE DAY, KOLD NEWS 13'S MINDY BLAKE IS LIVE AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER WITH THE LATEST ON HER CONDITION.
Giffords Improves As Shooting Probe Continues
Shooting caught by video cameras
Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords Able to Smile, Give Husband Neck Rub
Expert disputes state of Giffords' political seat
Release is next stage for Giffords: But doctors don't know if that will come in days or weeks.
Shortcuts
Shot US lawmaker no longer critical
Griffords smiling after eye operation
TUCSON TODAY'S NAOMI
PESCOVITZ, LIVE OUTSIDE UMC THIS MORNING.

SPIRITS CONTINUE TO RISE MORE THAN A WEEK AFTER THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON.

ONCE AGAIN, A SMILE TUCSON TODAY'S NAOMI PESCOVITZ, OUTSIDE

COMING UP ON NEWS 4 TUCSON TODAY, WE'LL BE LIVE AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER WHERE THE RECOVERING CONGRESSWOMAN CONTINUES TO AMAZE EVERYONE WITH HER RECOVERY.

Giffords' release days or weeks away
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Doctors: Treatment of Giffords's eye fractures

Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors
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Natural and Complementary Therapy resources
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>WTVN-AM - Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>WVBZ-FM - Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>WXSR-FM - Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffords doing well after weekend surgeries: doctors</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>WZOM-FM - Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing Giffords called speculation</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>Yuma Daily Sun - Online</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>